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The Georgetown University

Catalogue of
Projects in Electronic Text

Introduction*

Since April of 1989, the Center for Text & Technology ta-n, under the aegis of the
Academic Computer Center at Georgetrwn University, has been compiling a catalogue
of projects that create and analyze electronic text in the humanities. Tim Georgetown
University Catalogue of Projects in Electronic Text is a powerful database that imludes
information on electronic text projects throughout the world. The database includes a
variety of information on the many collections of literary works, historical documents,
and linguistic data which are available from commercial vendors and scholarly sources.
The database is written in Ingres and resides on a VAX 8700 computer at Georgetown
University. The database may be searched by off-campus users who can connect to the
database using Telnet or a modem.

The electronic text projects documente.1 in the database are machine-readable files
of primary materials from humanities disciplines. Whether entered by keyboarding or
by scanning with an optical character reader, these text files generally take the form
either of large corpora for linguistic analysis (such as the new British National Corpus of
one hundred million words currently being developed by Oxford University Press and
others) or makar works of major authors fur analysis of style and content (such as the
compact disc of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae containing 1400 years of classical Greek
texts). Beyond the scope of the project are electronic versions of encyclopedias, dictionar-
ies, and secondary studies, concordances, databases, or computer-assisted instruction,
unless such proejcts include full-text versions of primary works,.

Unlike the databases that research libraries often make available, the electronic
texts cataloged at Georgetown are intended by their developers to be searched and
manipulated directly by humanists. Often, therefore, the text is encoded with markup
language to facilitate integration with other files; occasionally, the texts are combined
with a commercial text-analysis tool such as WordCruncher, Folio Views, or Micro-OCP.

With electronic text and integrated analysis software, the researcher not only has
the equivalent of an interactive concordance for finding instances of key wordsbut can
also search for clusters of words, exact phrases, and co-occurrences of key words (sorted
by boolean operators) in contexts of various size.. imatistical programs show where the
desired term or concept is concentrated in a work or series of works, and parsing pro-
grams can analyze parts of speech and syntactic structures.

In general, therefore, the combination of electronic text and searching software can
be said to provide the wsearcher with both microscopic and macroscopic views of the
text. The former provides access to small-scale features of a single work; for example,
within seconds, a philosopher could locate the single occurrente of the phrase "con-
sciousness of absolute haing" from the nine-megabyte, three-volume translation of
Hegel's Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion. By contrast, the macroscopic view of the text
highlights the waysrl which one work differs from other works by the same author or
the author's contemporaries; for example, if one searches an eleven-megabyte file of

* A version of this section appeared in ttv Western European Specigsts Section Newsletter,

Vol.14,No. 2 (Spring 1991), pp. 1, 3-4.
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Shakespeare's works for the word "time," one finds a greater concentration in Macbeth
than in the other tragedies, and by exploring the contexts, one can see how the title
character's over-reaching can be explained thematically in terms of his attempt to usurp
the providential function that belongs to time.

Given these advantages it is rot surpriSng that the conversion of primary texts to
electronic form is piferating throughout the world. Nevertheless, because of the
unpublicized academic nature of such projects, the process of locating them can be
difficult. For this reason, we rely heavily on the discussion grutips on B1TNET and
Internet, not only to identify new projects but also to request irrmation about them and
to disseminate the material we compile. Electronic mail provides access to the most
recent developments and permits us to receive and transnit information throughout the
world quiddy and economically. Among the sixty discussion groups we monitor are
those in language awl literature (Ansax-L, C18-L, Chaucer, Contex-L, English, Ficino,
Linguist, Litera-L, Literaiy, Reed-L, Rustex-L, Shakesper, and Wwp- L), culture and
religion (Ccnet-L, Indology, Japan, Judaica, and Religion), libraries (Cdrom-L, Fisc-L,
Libref-L, Pacs-L, and Tei-L), philosophy and history (History, Philos-L, ad Philosop), and
the humanities in general (Erl-L, Gutnberg, Humanist, and Prnc-Talk).

In our search for news of projects, we also review a wide range of publications,
including popular magazines and newsppers (such as the Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion); agency reports (such as the List of Awards of the National Endowment for the
Humanities), trade publications (including InfoWorld and EDU Magazine), discipline
specific journals (such Ls Computers and Philosophy and Computers and the Classics),
the newsletters of numerous academic computing centers, and the journals central to
humanities computing (Computers and the Humanities, Bits and Bytes Review, and the
ICAME Journal).

Once we have identified a new project, we request ten categories of information:

0. Identifying acronym or short reference;

1. Name and affiliation of operation (including collaborators) with references to
any published description;

2. Contact person and/or vendor with addresses;

3. Primary disciplinary focus (and secondary interests);

4. Focus: time period, geographical area, or individual;

5. Language(s) coded;

6. Intended uses) and Size (number of works, or entries, or citations);

7. Etc format(s);

8. Form(s) of access (outline, tape, diskette, CD-ROM, etc.);

9. Source(s) of the archival holdings: encoded in-house, or obtained from
elsewhere.

As of November, 1991, 340 projects are described im the Catalogue

Because the catalogue is constantly being updated, any printing would be almost
immediately obsolete. Consequently, the CTT has converted the catalogue to an online
database searchable through Telnet and dial-in access so that current information
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can be made available to researchers. In addition, searches of the catalogue are per-
formed on request, and updated lists of projects and addresses are posted regularly on
the HUMANIST electronic bulletin board and distributed through surface and electronic
mail.

For further iniormation about the project, or to request a specific search, please
contact:

James A. Wilderotter H, Project Assistant
The Center for Text and Technology
Academic Computer Center
238 Reiss Science Building
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20057

(202) 687-6096
BITNET: wildeftuvax
Internet: wilder@guvax.georgetown.edu

The Georgetown University Catalogue of Projects in Eloctronic Text 3



Moving Around the Screen and Keyboard

Menu Selections

The Georgetown University Catalogue of Projects in Electronic Text is a largely
menu-driven program. Menu selections are displayed at the bottom of the screen. Use
the keypad to the right of keyboard to select the various menu selections. You may
need to turn off NUM LOM to activate tlw keypad. The nwnu setections also require
that you use PF keys. Normally PF1 corresponds to Function Key F1, etc.

End The End key will always be PF3. End generally returns you to the
normal sequence of events. In most cases, it will return you to the
pemus screen. When you are paging through a complete entry,
hmaever, it will take you to the next screen in sequence.

Quit The Quit key is always PR. Pressing Quit will exit you from the data-
base.

Occasionally awe are more menu options available than can be displayed in one
line at the bottom of the screen. You can tell if there are additional options available
because a carat (>) will appear at the end of the menu items. To see the additional
options, press PF1. Pressing PF1 toggles you through all the available options. Press
PF1 again to see the beginning of the list. You can select any of the available options,
even if you cannot see them.

Key Mapping

The various function keys, PF keys and menu item selection keys may vary, de-
pending on the type of terminal you are emulating when you log onto the program. A
basic keymap is available on-line from most screens. When you select the Key option
from any screen, the following is displayed:

PF1 Pr2 PT"

DID MIT

4 9
WU Ulf

4 5 f:

1 2 3

NCI DOM

PIM A XXV TO OtSPIAT 1111
PUNC/1014. MSS 111310 ITIN
1 (Sall TO MOB relS SOM.

OlUSIIMISRM031.44t004.011,1.4.0Cmisa

To) tab forosid
- Woes) scroll op

(Ples) scroll demo
Costrol-F tob Mawr&
Gestrol-X lop af foronable
tteetrol-.1 loam, ot formetable
Cootrol-L scroll lett
CostrolA scroll right
Control-6 Print move

MOWIRMINSUASSMOOM

NOM Wield:sal Illoglosits MAY
vary tram this setup. Too mg
seed to press NUN 1.00 to
activate the lowed. Greerslig:
PF hews curnrould So !section
kegs,

Note that in general the PF keys correspond to function keys. From this template
you can press PF1, PF2, PF3 or PF4 for a description of what that key does. To leave this
template and return to the previous screen, press End (1).
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Free Communications Package Available for Use
With the Catalogue

Users accessing the database frmn remote sites may connect to the Georgetown host
computer via either Telnet or by dialing in frail a modem. See page 8 below. If you do use a
modem, or if you must connect via modem or a dateline connection to a larger computer twining
Telnet, you will inevita",y make use of a communciations package to ckr so. VTenn, Proctxnm,
MacTerminal, Kermit these are all examples of communications packages which you might use.
Each of these communications packages configures the keyboard a little differently.

In order to facilitate your ability to use the Catalogue with success, litft Cater for Text &
Technology has received permission to distribute to its users a customized version If Kermit, a
terminal emulation pavan that adapts the user's keyboard to oin cm-line database. We can
provide Kermit for use with either an IBM-compatible personal computer or a Maciritosh. These
versions of Kermit use the keyboard configuration outlined co page 4. We hope that by providing
this service, We will make it easier to use both the database and the accompanying dmanentation
While you do nothave to use this paticular package in order to connect to the database, we cannot
provide information on keyboard miffing for other versions or software packages.

Obtaining a Copy of Kermit

Users can retrieve a copy of the Kennit program via FI'P (File Transfer Protocol) fnam
guvax.georgetown.edu (141.161.1.2). Specific instnictions for retrieving the prorm are detailed
below.

Users who do not have access to a machine running FTP may request to receive a copy of
Kermit through the mail.

Via Mail

To have a copy of Kermit sent to you through the mail, send a note or mail message to the
following address:

James A. Wilderotter II, Pro*t Assistant
The Center for Text & Technology
Acackinic Computer center
238 Reiss Science Building
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20057

(202)687-6096
BITNET: wilder@guvax
Internet: wilder@guvax.georgetown.edu

Please provide your mail address and specify whether you use a Macintosh or 1BM-compatible,
and the appropriate diskette size (3-112" or 5-1/41.

Via FTP

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is the fastest means of transferring a file from one computer to
another. FIT. allows users to log onto remote computers to send and retrieve files. To do so, one
must have an account not only on coe's home computer but also on the computer from which you

The Georgetown University Catalogue of Projects in Electronic Text
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plan to retrieve the fde. Frwtunately, many compaters (including the guvas.georgetown-edu site)
allow one to log on as "Anonymoue and use one's real name as the password. If you have any
questions about using FTP, please contact your system manager. Specific commands may wily a
little, depending on your host computer. The following procedures, however, should work in most
cases.

To retrieve a copy of Kermit for either the Mac or an IBM-compatible, perfonn the follow-
ing procedure:

A. To initiate the F17 session, log onto a computer running FM. Enterftp followed by the
name of Georgetown's host computer, guvax.georgetown.edu:

ftp guvar.georgyown.edu

B. Once the connection has been successfully made, the message Corwiection Opened
will be displayed along with some system information, followed by a login
prompt ( in this case Ncwne:).

Connection Opened
Ustng 8-bit bytes
220 guvax.geolgetown.edu Wollongong FTP Server (Version 51)
on 20-Sept-1991 at 13:0921
Name (guvax.georgetown.edu:pam):

At the Name: login prompt enter 'anonymous'. You will then be prompted for a
password. Enter your real life name as the password. Once you have success-
fully logged on, an asterisk prompt (1 will be displayed.

Name (guvax.geolgetown.edu:pam): anonymous
331 Anonymous user ok. send real Identity as password.
Password: <enter your name here>
230 ANONYMOUS logged in, drectory D)SKSACC1:(ANONYMOUS),

restrictions apply.
RMS File Transfer mode in use.

C. Now that you are logged onto Georgetown's host computer, GUVAX, you can
enter FTP commands at the asterisk prompt (/ to access and retrieve the files
you need.

To retrieve the lBM-compaPle version of Kermit (CPETKERM.EXE) and the
accompanying text file (AAAREADME.TXT), enter the following series of
commands at the asterisk ('). Commands that the user must enter are in bold
italics. Responses from the host computer ore in this font:

* cd ms-dos
Working director changed to "DiskSACC1:(ANONYMOUSNIS-DOS)*
* cd kerma
Working directory changed to
*DiskSACC I :(ANONYMOUS.MS-DOS.KERMny
* cd cpet
Working directoty changed to
°DiskSACC1:(ANONYMOUS.MS-DOS.KERMIT.CPEW

6 The Georgetown University Catalogue of Projects in Electronic Text



" get aaareadme.txt
125 RMS transfer started for
1DIskSACC1: (ANONYMOUS. MS-DOS.KERM1T.CPET)AAAREADME .1XT°

binary
200 Port command OK
" get cpetkermexe
125 RMS transfer started for
VISKSACC1:(ANONYMOUS.MS-DOS.KERMIr.CPET)CPETKERM.EXP

To retrieve the Macintosh version of Kermit (GTU-KERMIT-SIT.HQX) and the
accompanying text file (GTU-KERMIT-SIT.TKT), enter the following series of
commands at the asterisk ('). Commands that the user must enter are in bald
italics. Responses from the host computer are inthis font'

cd mac
Woricfrig cgrectory changed to DIsIcSACC1:(ANONYMOUS.MAC)"

cd kermit
Working cOrectory changed to
*DiskSACC1:(ANONYMOUS.MAC.KERMIT)'
get gtu-kermit-sit.txt

125 RMS transfer started for
ViskSACC1:(ANONYMOUS.MAC.KERMIDGTU-KERMIT-SIT.TXT

binary
200 Port corn-mind OK

get ghs-kermit-sit.hqx
125 RMS transfer stmted for
"DISKSACC1:(ANONYMOUS.MAC.KERMIDGTU-KERMIT-SIT.HQX"

D. When you have successfully retrieved the appropriate files, log off of the
Ceorgetown host computer and exit FTP using the following commands:

close
bye

Once you have closed your connection to GUVAX, you may have to transfer the
files you just retrieved to your personal computer from your mainframe. Procedures for
downloading will vary depending on the nature of your mainframe. Be sure that you
SET FILE 1YPE BINARY when you are transferring the executable file (CPETKERM.EXE
or GTU-KERMIT-SIT.HQX, and that you SET FILE TYPE ASCII when you are transfer-
ring the accompanying textfile (AAAREADME.TXT or CTU-KERMIT-SIT.TXT).

Once the appropriate Kermit files have been downloaded or copied to your per-
sonal computer, place those files in a separate subdirectory or folder. Read the accompa-
nying documentation for Kermit (AAAREADME.TXT or GTU-KERMIT-SIT.TXT) to help
you configure the program to your particular system.

The Georgetown University Catalogte of Projects in Electronic Text



Accessing the Catalogue from Remote Sites

The Catalogue resides on a VAX computer owned and operatec! by Georgetown
University. Users outside of Georgetown University may access the database through
Telnet or via =dem.

Via Telnet

To access the Catalogue via Telnet, log onto a local computer which runs Telnet and
enter the following:

tdnet guvax3.georgetown.edu

A series of status messages will be displayed, followed by the Georgetown login screen.
At the Usemame prompt enter the name: CPET. Press Enter. No password is required.
If the username entered is incorrect, the message 'User Authorization Failure' is dis-
played.

If you are prompted for a password, you have probably made one of two mistakes.
Either you have misspelled the username (CPET) or you have tried to enter CPET via ftp
rather than by telnet.

Via Modem

To access the Catalogue via modem, you must have the following:

A personal computer configured with a Hayes-compatible modem; and
A communications package, e.g. VTERM, Procomm, Kermit or the

equivalent.

Modem access is available 24 hours a day by dialing:

(202) 687-2616

Dialing this number connects the user to a modem pool; there are approximately 50
modems in this pool which provide access to Georgetown University's telecommunica-
tions network and subsequently to its computing systems. Users can communicate with
the VAX computer running the Catalogue at speeds up to 2400 baud.

To establish a connection, perform the following procedure:

A. Using a Hayes-compatible =dem, dial (202) 687-2616.

B. When you receive a CONNECT message, press Esc-+ followed by ENTER.

C. At the DIAL: prompt, type GUVAX. This will connect you to the terminal server.

D. At the Local> prompt, type CONNECT CUVAX3.

Upon making the modem connection, the Georgetown login screen will then be
displayed. At the Username prompt enter the name: CPET. No password is required. If
the username entered is incorrect, the mes.,age 'User Authorization Failure' is displayed.

The Georgetown University Catalogue of Projects in Electronic Text
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Once you have logged onto the CPET account, you will be prompted for your
electronic mail address The mail address is necessary if you use the Catalogue to
generate reports based on your queries When you request that a report or list be
printed, the report or list is actually output to a file. That file is then sent to your elec-
tronic mail address when you log out of the program at the end of your session. Note
that if you do not specify in electronic mail address, any reports you have generated will
not be sent to you, and will instead be destroyed.

The Initial Catalogue Screens

Once you have logged onto the CPO' account and specified your mail address, you
will automatically be connected to the Catalogue. The initial Catalogue screen isdis-

Played.

welcome to . . .

CDOXIIMINILNWENMO CAM= or MIMS IN
ELEUNDIlit tat

It project of Um Colder foe Ten 11 rearview of Us
ficalialic Coyote, feeter. Georoottent Unieereito

Dr. Nicteei Names Dhector Dr. Sumo Stoke, Director
CLINer for leiS I NxiosoloiN ilcolook Compeitt Crete,

GNOMON NINISMITIf
kiss Sciercr %Mao. Ie. ZAI
NU I 0 Slotorts.
ilaskiaglooe IC N067

Prost (1) to =MIL . .

Coeilooe(1) *ARM)

Press 1 to Continue.
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Structure of the Database

lnfomiation in the database is divided into two types: products and work& Prod-
ucts are actual academic projects or commercial products which you can purchase or
acquire and which contain versions of electronic text& Works are the actual literary,
linguistic or scholarly texts themselves. A single product may imlude electronic versions
of one or Imre works. For example, the Thisaurus Linguae Grew is a product, and Plato's
Timaeus is a work induded as a part of that collection.

The database is divided into two subsystems which correspond to these two types
of information.

The PRODUCT subsystem allows you to query the database for informa-
tion about various electrou!:. text ucts and projects. Each entry is
comprised of 8 screens. From wi n the PRODUCT subsystem you can
also view information about WORKs that are associated with that
product.

The WORK subsystem allows you to query information about individual
works, i.e. texts. All the information about a particular work appears on
a single screen. This information is independent of any particular
product entry and will appear as information associated with the work,
wherever that work is referred to in the database.

I% Wass at Projects Is illaciratic at MP) Is
SWIM Inla tam siesdaas:

i NOMUCI slisplaar alias goa Is say
sake scasis sr projal awes. Yaw alibis
Each praist wiry ram con MS Um VMS shish
tIst swalsct conalss. Ciarraits, a wand
Is kw wr mod disc coydaIRIN a callatilan
at lame az Is ion =Wee a lisle wt.
Ms MON sulaafto alias ws ta sari Stabsse

warcAls b Isfersliss ISSICiatiti 1ft vert.
is ram shst IaUVII1 ask estriss l all
las praimirsollaniaiis mails ISM ark.

Ism 1 la awry Um NNW sabasisa.
Press 2 So seq. She kin sabsieSsa.

Product SdrIssleall) Mart Selsastean) 10431 4b1SUT4)

Select 1 to access the PRODUCT subystem. Select 2 to access the WORK subsystem.
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The PRODUCT Subsystem

Use the PRODUCT subsystem to search the database for complete product entries
which safisfy one or more search conditions. Once you have run a query and generated a
list of returns, you can do one of several thingA:

View each of the entries returned by the query.
Print the list of query returns.
Print a single complete entry.

hailed Woolen
WV: Intro

Was caisson, the database Is enteral eaga:

SIRPILE =PP Press 1 to Were inn et sword
lnele-anditles eserhis, ( eary lov product nano.
frolect asnseish product mike. sorb ember.
sorb Mist mike Ns% Miles or mew first ism.)

SWIM NOW Prete 2 to Mild a gni, free
one or ears search conditions.

Staple emerstll ltlpk liaer021

When you enter the PRODUCT subsystem the Query: Intro screen is displayed.
Select Simple Query (1) to run a search using only one search parameter. Select Mul-
tiple Query (2) to run a search using from I to 5 parameters. Using either a simple or
multiple query you can search any of the fields comprising the database except those
specifically relating to the work. You can search the WORK subsystem separately.
However, you can search within the PRODUCT subsystem for products which include
particular wuits by searching by work number.

Simple Queries

Once you have selected Simple Query (1), a screen is displayed listing the various fields
which may be searched. Using the cursor control keys, or the + (for page up) and - (for
page down) keys, sCr011 thmugh the list of fields to highlight the one by which you want
to search. Press Search By (Enter) to select that field as your search parameter.

Product Sebsetien
OLEITI SlAVIC

To }Wore simple sielle-cenditiss sisoreo
scroll through She list of *era faranoters. tilehligirt the

ites gem met In search be aed press Swim to select.
follow the prop' to enter She contests of She search.

To hnild a search Tree smitipte coadittonir press WINS
liUSST 12i.

lookspill Search Hensler) rhatiple Wer4i3/ Easipm a
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At the prompt, enter the contents of that field for which you are searching. Once you
have entered the contents, press Enter.

Note that you can also use the Lookup Feature to specify the search condition.

Ps nears a sisplaf /sem
saran 11~ 1/4 Mt of Sara Panniers.
11sa gas mast is
Met Ur army"

soma
ilant (Z).

MOP MRS

$10111114

ns111:

Peatat Salsestaaa
WV Staple

CEMUCti Last Sum

Shwa Ilattaier) Ea1(1,3)

Highlight the field by which you want to search. Pres, Lookup (1). A list ofpossible
values for that field is displayed. Use the cursor control keys to scroll through the list.
Highlight the value you want to search fer and press Search By (Enter). The program
will perform tlw search. To leave the lookup list without performing a search, simply
press End (PF3).

When you have performed a search, the results are displayed on the QUERY:
Return screen. This screen includes a listing of the entries which satisfy your search.

Multiple Queries

Running a multiple query is similar to a simple query except that you must specify
whether the various conditions are joined by an AND or an OR. The AND and the OR
are called 'operands'. Each pair of conditions in a multiple-condition query is joined by
an operand.

An AND search is a narrowing search, i.e., the program will search for
entries which satisfy both conditions.

An OR search is expansive, i.e., the program will search for entries which
satisfy either of the two conditions.

Think of a multiple s di as a sentence with several phrases, each joined by either AND
or OR. For example, a typical search might look like this:

DISCIPUNE = History AND DISCIPUNE Ungtistcs AND LANGUAGE French

The program would look for all entries which satisfied all three conditions. When you
select the first parameter you will be prompted for only the contents of that parameter (in
this case 'History'). When you select parameters two through five, however, you will
first be prompted for the operand which precedes that parameter (entcr AND or OR) and
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then you will be prompted for the contents of that parameter. As you build the search
tlw parameters and operands will be displayed in the Search Conditions field on the
right-side of the screen.

If you build a search with all ANDs, the program will search for entries which
satisfy all conditions. If you build a search with all ORs, the program will search for
entries which satisfy any of the conditions.

It is possible to combine ANDs and ORs in a single search. Because you cannot
group conditions, however, it may bedifficult to predict the outcome of such searches.
The general rule is that the program gives AND searches higherprecedence and OR
searches lower precedence. Therefore it will seek to satisfy the AND condition% and
then will look for the OR conditions. The safest bet is, therefore, to run either pure AND
or OR searches.

Product Sistsoitso
Writ Initlrle

Ouall tarn* the list fit Sian% Parafaieres
one gas Walt se specify wit. Press mut: sien talks/
go MINOS So rider the conteni nit Noma l'asi* or 'ole owls).
as oar Ils1111 your nalS11110-costitios saanth I swab coraltlass
ire alspissra Is tio whim an Ito rIalit olio of Ow mem

on NV OW NI mg tie rearek, press Ike Seam* is rue lt,

Candor
Carlo, Ociorip

Carrot tin Progren
Cartiat, first awe
Casks'', last line
DisalpIlre

Selsstiltrieri Ssercht21 Simla flarn,iii Clearlid

Sabra Conlitlass:

Note that you can build a search from one to five conditions. To select the first param-
eter, scroll through the list of fields using the arrow keys to highlight the desired field.
Press Enter. At the r rompt, enter the contents of that field for which you would like to
search. Press Enter. Note that the display returns to the multiple query screen and the
search parameter you have just specified is displayed in the box marked "Search Condi-
tions..". This enables you to keep track of the various parameters you have selected.

To choose a second search parameter, scroll through the list of fields again, pressing
Enter to select the desired field. Note that you can reselect search-parameters several
times. For example, you could search for entries where DISCIPLINE = History or
DISCIPLINE = Biblical Studies. Before being prompted for the contents of the second
parameter, however, the program will prompt you to enter either 'AND or 'OR', as the
operand which will link parameters one and two.

Inter ID cr 01 Unit She search.

Finally, you will be prompied to enter the contents of the second search parameter.
Repeat this process until you have specified all the desired search parameters (up to five).
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Note that when you select each parameter, the program will automatically display a
lookup list.

SVEN: Mellirle

Scroll Woe the list ef Search Paromilers, hisblightles the
ems gem met to specify nest. Press eerier; then feline
the preme4s te oder U. =mint eel operant Pada or 're ally).

minims
m.
PO it.

Seleic1=1 H1111021 lied(ffh)
Netricelmr field rhisclellect

Scroll through the list, highlight the value for which you want to search and press Select
(Enter). If there is no lookup list available for that field, or if you select Finn (2) from
the lookup list, then a prompt will be displayed, asking you to type in the value for
which you want to search. If you want to use wild cards in your search, you should use
the Fill In option.

When all search parameters have been specified, select Run Search (2). The pro-
gram will run the search and display the results in a list.

Wildcards

In both the PRODUCT and WORK subsystems, you can use wildcards to specify a
single character or a string of characters within a text string. Use the following wildcards
when specifying a query parameter

for any string of 0 or more characters

(underscore) for any single character

For example, a typical query parameter using wildcards might look like this:

Title = English%.

Certain rules apply to the use of wildcards when specifying query parameters:

You CANNOT use wildcards for INTEGER or DATE fields. These fields
require exact matches. Use the Lookup feature to construct the query and
ensure an exact match.

A wildcard CAN NEVER be the first character in the search string.
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Query Returns

Once you have run either a simpk or a multiple query, the program displays the
results on the QUERY: Return screen.

Preket Sabsgatea
OM: Nature

feikihe attrka eathdre Whir genet Perametem
Place the corer ea the ("try amid lila to aisaramd press
Me (II. te fantods a tow smith prams MO rf131.

P title

/ U10, r. "4,.; 1`,

=MI

eaalgtIcal Crash Mai Taiteasit ?Mkt

lytkal leak= or the latedi Testaaset

k Cearatcr Pra,kcl

fable Vara home

View Meg (MIMI) Maw Rake 1filteaw.147) Print )

From this screen you can perform several functions:

To VIEW a particular entry in the list, scroll through the list, highlighting
the entry you want. Then select View Entiy Full (1). The program will
display the fitst screen of the selected entry. Pressing Continue will
enable you to walk through the entire entry. Once the entire entry has
been viewed, the screen returns to the QUERY: Return listing.

To VIEW an abbreviated, one-screen version of the product entry, press
View Entry (Abbrev.) (2).

To PRINT a LIST of returns, select Print List (3). The progam will
automatically output to a file. This file is sent to your electronic mail
address automatically when you log out of the program. Once the report
has been generated, the screen returns to the QUERY: Return listing.

To PRINT a FULL ENTRY, scroll through the list, highlighting the entry
you want to print, and select Print Full Entry (4). The program will then
display a special report screen. You can cancel the report at this point by
pressing End (PF3). To go ahead and generate the report, select Report
(1). The report generator creates a file which is sent to your electronic
mail address automatically when you log out of the program. Once the
report has been generated, the screen returns to the QUERY: Return
listing.
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Viewing a Complete Product Entry

A complete product entry is comprised of eight or more screens. When you elect to
view a complete entry, the first screen of the entry is displayed.

Product Mansion
WEST: Screws

Trod lbw
I' Title: later.
Acreesam:

Last Custact: Hasheasch
Imestry

Ileuesse Sate: 111-019-11119

Siblitimmidleaf

ftedmcit burr: %Obi* and hypercard stsdy apparatus cestaisles miens
seminal mutes fren Itunpsos chain Study Sale. character
skate:AM proaractatlan IsIdasi atlas, and archaeological

sites.

Comtimos(1) Says42) ESOLIII)

You can leave this screen, without viewing the rest of the product entry by pressing
End (PF3). If, however, you elect to view the next screen, you must scroll through the
complete entry in its entirety.

To continue on to the next screen, press Continue (0.

hudwci Swinsasiew
NOV Scrum 2

Feud Man: 23
P !Ma: hibmerilhie

Spam w

Slum:

u

Text Roust: mil

Mac: Y haisfranc: s

Swim: fforlstimsb

Surtaure:

&Moue! 26 /lb free on hard dish.

CestissetI) Xres(2) fialt(Pr4)

The second basic screen of information is displayed. Press I to continue.
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alIPPIM111
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Miss:
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=WU Sweep 3
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8113301811): site Hamm etellable.
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C ilesemgm:

gbilersity;

liees(Z) tboittW4)

The third basic screen of product information includes information on the center and/or
university where the project was undertaken, or where the product was made. Press 1 to
continue.

trod gin: Z3
P Title; Ibigerilible

Lest ibee: Use Miens first Itee: itick

Alimals Swan Ackolow Pm.

011Wrissr z1 colles øw, SIM NS
illirassr 10 nos 117Z not sowestale

CI*4 See Jams Stabborrarloces Cs

16124-11174 ConSig:

611) 777-1.41 # MN) 7231110 1

libietemic
Vhafgeab(l) Centime) gems(3) WM) Daitttfil

Predict Sidesstee
I1011 Contuse

The program now displays information on one or more contact persons from whom
the product or electronic texts may be obtained. To view information on other contact
persons, if they exist, press View Next (1). To stop viewing contact names and go on to
the next screen, press Continue (2).
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The next screen displays a series of tablefields Each tablefield lists specific infor-
mation about the product/project.

Source: This tablefield refers to the book or publication where information
about this product was obtained. This is largely for internal Georgetown
use.

Discipline: 'This refers to the academic discipline associated with this
product, or the discipline for which it was designed.

Century: Century indicates the years represented by the texts in this collec-
tion. Centuries are indicated by integers. For example, the 20th Century is
indicated by the number '20'. The 5th Century BCE, however, is indicated by
the number *-5'.

Compatible Programs: These refer to the various software packages and text
analysis programs with which this product was designed to be used, or with
which it is capable of being used.

Apparatus: Apparatus refers to the various tools included with the product
to facilitate the analysis of the texts included. For example, it might include
morphological dictionaries, indices or other features which would make the
product more accessible.

Tablefield lists may occasionally be longer than the list displayed. Use the tab key
to place the cursor on the tablefield you want to view. Then use the cursor control keys
or the (+) or (-) keypad keys to page up or down the list.

To leave this screen and move on to the next, press Continue (1).
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The program then displays information about how the product is distributed.
Malta refers to the format (CD, tape, diskette, etc.). Media Comment will often indicate
how many CDs, diskettes or tapes are included, or information on tape format, etc. Press
1 to continue. If the list extends beyond the screen, use the tab key or cursor control keys
to page through the list.

Upon exiting this screen, you will be prompted as to whether you would like to
view information about the specific information about the WORKs which are included as
texts in this collection at this time.

To leave this entry and return to the list of query returns, enter N.

To go on to view WORKs data, enter Y.

If you elect to view WORKs information, the program will then display a list of all
the works (i.e. texts) which are part of the product collection.

Product/lin* Stibigerit

Prod So: 73
P Tithe; rPibIr

Voris =Wood la %bp protect:

Mon*ATMs
.11 I 1".

laipare at Ilictrosic Tod

211=211

Tor additieuol isfornstion on s particular work* eve the cursor control
heels In hip:Mitt% the lurk. Then prom nous lieu ADDITION% MAIL

Additional WADI/ Bildiamwhis Source(2)

From this screen you can view detailed information about each work, and/or view
bibliographic information about the versions used in creating the electronic version of
that particular text.
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To view additional detail about a particular work, scroll through the list to highlight the
desired work aml press I for Additional Detail.

Work OW l5

Title; Dow istornallomel Version

est Lew

Create le:

Las Orly

nark Inner;

rat falai

List ileadmia(l) lisesi2) im(Pr3) tbdupro

Works SabsysWan
NUM: Marks

Note that you can list all the other products which might contain this work by
pressing List Products (1).

[ Nark ant: IS

*arias Salesosire

NUEllit: Worts

V Title lie fallouts, Is a list at relects testa canals this art.
tress Mitt LIM (I) to prist the lista( resircts.
?Vass SND (113) la atata Ibis MS. la Issue this list.

Pat Lain

Create tr

lase Opts

Wort lila

hyena title Make% No.

.iva::,tti:, ' !

t
i

Privet 1.1stil) Imi(tF3)

The list of products may itself be used to generate a report. When you press Print List
(I), a report is generated and output to a file. This file is then sent to your specified
electronic mail address upon logout. To leave the listing of products, press End (PF3).

To leave the work detail screen and return to the list of works, press End (PF3).
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To display bibliographic data, scroll through the list of works, highlight the desired
work and press Bibliographic Source (2).

Praise" garb Woo las

Prld Pal /3
P iisperaiiiis

COMAIIMMI ts lbe proima;

Min WW1* lisctissic

lib Sourcs:

begs So bliblisbi she sorb. /bps press moss lum (II, $1031111111.

bowl) IsilIP731 ealtiPPI)

The bibliographic data specify the particular version of the text which was used to
create the electronic version of the text which was included in this particular product.
This information, therefore, is specific to the PRODUCT rather than the WORK. For
example, one edition of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar may have been used in creating the
electronic version of a particular product, but a different edition may have been used for
a different product. To leave this screen, press End (PF3).

Once the complete entry has been viewed, and once information on the works
included has been viewed, if desired, the program returns to the list of query returns.
You can then go on to view another entry, print a report, or press End (PF3) to initiate a
new query.
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The WORK Subsystem

Use the WORK subsystem to search the database for information about individual
texts. All the information about a particular work appears on a single screen. This
information is independent of any particular product and will appear as information
associated with that work or text, wlwrever that work is refemd to in the database.
Enter the WORK subsystem by selecting Work Subsystem (2) from the initial Catalogue
screen.

The WORK subsystem can be used to search the database for works which satisfy
one or more searth conditions. Note that to search for all the products containing a
particular work, search for the work, then press List Products to list all the products
containing that work. Once you have run a work query and generated a list of returns,
you can do one of several things:

View each of the entries returned by the query.
Print the list of query returns.
Print a single complete entry for a particular work.

When you enter QUERY mode, the Query: Intro screen is displayed.

Pao cos emery the database lu several says:

Work Subsystem
letro

MLR WSW fress I to plefone see uS several
legbrisamiltive queries. Mem by *TA title.
verb umber. create leers erltleal taallvee,
mail= last ears, ur anther first mama

flULTIPIS MY: Press 2 So bella a glary from
eme or wore search oomaltlons.

Shyly ;hermit) ltIp10 Smery12) IMMO esit,(114)

Select Simple Query (1) to run a search using only one search parameter. Select Mul-
tiple Query (2) to run a search using from I to 5 parameters. Using either a simple or
multiple query you can search any of the fields comprising the database except those
specifically relating to the product. You can search the PRODUCT subsystem separately.
However, you can search within the WORK subsystem for products which include
particular works by searching by work number.
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Simple Queries

Once you have selected Simple Query (1), a screen is displayed listing the various
fields which may be searched. Scroll through the list of fields to highlight the one by
which you want to search. Press Search By (Enter) to select that field as your search
parameter.

Vara Subsystem
qUE11: Simple

bs perfume a Missiles sleyle-camlitlem wry.
scroll Urcusb tbe list of Search Parameters.

gal 'mat ta =era by asA press Dar la select.
Tallow the prowl le ester the castests at ile: seurcb.

Sem* b(Ester) laiabast2) tillpLr ibieryal WIND )

At the prompt, enter the contents of that field for which you are searching. Once
you haw entered the contents, press Enter.

Note that you can also use the Lookup Feature to specify the search condition.
Highlight the field by which you want to search. Press Lookup (1). A list of possible
values for that field is displayed. Use the cursor control keys to scroll through the list.
Highlight the value you want to search for and press Search By (Enter). The program
will perform the search. To leave the lookup list without performing a search, simply
press End (PF3).

When you have performed a search, the results are displayed on the QUERY:
Return screen. This screen includes a listing of the entries which satisfy yoursearch.

Multiple Queries

Running a multiple query is similar to a simple quety except that you must specify
whether the various conditions are joined by an AND Or an OR. The AND and the OR
are called 'operands'. Each pair of conditions in a multiple-condition query is joined by
an operand.

An AND search is a narrowing search, i.e., the program will search for
entries which satisfy both conditions.

An OR search is expansive, i.e., the program will search for entries which
satisfy either of the two conditions.
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Think of a multiple search as a sentence with several phrases, each joined by either AND
or OR. For example, a typic %l search might look like

LANG OR1G German AND LANG ELEC a Eng 1101 AND CREATE YEAR =1545

The program would look for all entries which satisfied all three conditions. When you
select the first parameter you will be prompted for only the contents of that parameter (in
this case 'German'). When you select parameters two through five, however, you will
first be prompted for the operand which precedes that parameter (enter AND or OR) and
then you will be prompted for the contents of that parameter. As you build the search
the parameters and operands will be displayed in the Search Conditions field on the
right-side of the screen.

If you build a search with all ANDs, the program will search for entries which
satisfy all conditions. If you build a search with all ORs, the program will search for
entries which satisfy any of the conditions.

It is possible to combine ANDs and ORs in a single search although it is not recom-
mended. Because you cannot group conditions, it may be difficult to predict the outcome
of such searches. The general rule, however, is that the program gives AND searches
higher priority and OR searches lower priority. Therefore it will seek to satisfy the AND
conditions, and then will look for the OR conditions. The recommended option is to run
either pure AND or OR searches.

MbelaSsbemsles
AMIN:
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omo soo mot Se waft loot. Press enter: tboo foliar
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Am tem Will peer smiSipte-coodiShom search. She search soodiSiess
ere Alspispel is the elegem oo She right stile at the scrag.
Mee moo ere Aisle beiblimi $he march, press Mee Sem* So rue is.

Slash Cooditiomil

StiesS(reler) hen Search(2/ Simpie Auriga/ C3esrl4/

Note that you can build a search from one to five conditions. To select the first
parameter, scroll through the list of fields using the arrow keys to highlight the desired
field. Press Enter. At the prompt, enter the contents of that field for which you would
like to search. Press Enter. Note that the display returns to the multiple query screen
and the smith parameter you have just specified is displayed in the box marked "Search
Conditions:". This is to enable you to keep track of the various parameters you have
selected.

To choose a second search parameter, scroll through the list of fields again, pressing
Enter to select the desired field. Note that you can reselect search parameters several
times. For example, you could search for entries where LANG ORIG = English or LANG
ORIG = German. Before being prompted for the contents of the second parameter,
however, the program will prompt you to enter either 'AND ' or 'OR', as the operand
which will link parameters one and two. Finally, you will be prompted to enter the
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contents of the second search parameter. Repeat this process until you save specified all
the desired search parameters (up to five).

Note that when you select each parameter, the program will automatically display a
lookup list if available. Scroll through the list, highlight the value for which you want to
search and press Select (Enter). If there is no lookup list available for that field, or if you
select Fill In (2) from the lookup list, then a prompt will be displayed, asking you to type
in the value for which you want to search. If you want to use wild cards in your search,
you should use the Fill In option. See page 9 for information on using wildcards.

When all search parameters have been specified, select Run Search (2). The pro-
gram will run the search and display the results in a list.

Query Returns

Once you have run either a simple or a multiple query, the program displays the
results on the QUERY: Return screen.

Mork Subsystem
ittlit: Messrs

tbe Missing entries satisfyym search pauseless.
Place the moor en $W ewlej wild like to view eni press
VIM M. to IOUs% a seu sand press MHO iir3/.

113:111M1111111111111111=11111

Mu(l) Print ListiZ) Print Mork Entrsai >

From this screen you can perform several function&

To VIEW a particular entry in the list, scroll through the list, highlighting
the entry you want. Then select View (11. The scenario is the same as
the work detail screen displayed from the PRODUCT subsystem. Once
the entry has been viewed, the screen returns to the QUERY: Return
listing.

To PRINT a LIST of returns, select Print List (2). The program will
generate a report file. The file is automatically mailed to your electronic
mail address when you log out of the program. Once the report has been
generated, the screen returns to the QUERY: Return listing.

To PRINT a WORK ENTRY, scroll through the list, highlighting the
entry you want to print, and select Print Work Entry (3). The program
will then display a special report screen. You can cancel the report at
this point by pressing End (PF3). To go ahead and print the report, select
Report (1). The program will generate a report file. The file is automati-
cally mailed to your electronic mail address when you log out of the
program. Once the report has been generated, the screen retur.is to the
QUERY: Return listing.
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APPENDIX A:
Field rlype and Length

The following table lists the various fields containc4 in the catalogue, indicating the
type of field and tly field length.

Field Name

Addressl (contact)
Address2 (contact)
Address3 (contact)
Apparatus
Author First Name (work)
Author Last Name (work)
Availability
Bib Source
Center
Center Acronym
Century
City (contact)
Compatible Programs
Contact First Name
Contact Last Name
Country (contact)
Create Year (work)
Discipline
Electronic Address (contact)
Hardware
IBM
Inquiry Date
Language
Language (Elec) (work)
Language (Orig) (work)
Last Contact
MAC
Mainframe
Media
Media Comment
Operating System
P Bibliography
Phone (contact)
Product Acronym
Product Description
Product Num
Product Title
Response Date
Size

Field Type Field Length

text 50
text 50
text 50
text 35
text 20
Wxt 20
text 300
text 300
text 100
text 10
integer -128 to 128
text 20
text 20
text 20
text 20
text 15
integer up to 32,767
text 20
text 40
text 50
text
date
text

1

20
text 20
text 20
text 40
text 1

text 1

text 10
text 300
text 100
text 300
text 40
text 10
text 300
integer up to 2.147 million
text
date
text

100

50
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Field Name Field Type Field Length

Software text 100
Source text 10
Source Page integer up to 32,767
Spoken/Written text 1

State (contact) text 10
Text Format text 10
University text 50
Work Description text 400
Work Number integer up to 2.147 million
Work Titk. text 30
Zip (contact) tex. 15
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APPENDIX B:
Electronic Documentation

This manual is also available in an electronic ascii version for quick and easy on-
line reference. The ascii version of this manual is identical to this manual except that it
does not indude illustration& To receive a copy of the manual in electronic form, send a
mail message to:

James A. Wilderotter 11
Project Assistant
Center for Text and Technology
Academie Computer Center
Reiss Sdence Building, Room 238
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20057
(202) 687-6096

BITNET: wilderaguvax
Internet: wilder@guvax.georgetown.edu

Please include a current Bitnet or Internet address.
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